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What We Will Cover

• The Two-Step Settlement Process of Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 23(e)

• Conducting an Effective Class Action Mediation
• Key Terms of a Class Action Settlement
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Structure of Rule 23(e)

• Significant amendments in 2003 and 2018; 
enhanced judicial scrutiny.

• Requires court approval for class action 
settlements.

• Subsection (1) addresses “preliminary approval.”
• Subsection (2) addresses final approval.
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Rule 23(e)(1): “Notice to the Class”

• 23(e)(1)(A): ”The parties must provide the court with 
information sufficient to enable it to determine whether 
to give notice of the proposal to the class.”

• 23(e)(1)(B): “The court must direct notice in a 
reasonable manner to all class members who would be 
bound by the proposal if giving notice is justified by the 
parties’ showing that the court will likely be able to:
• (i) approve the proposal under Rule 23(e)(2); and
• (ii) certify the class for purposes of judgment on the 

proposal.”
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2018 Advisory Committee Notes

• “At the time they seek notice to the class, the 
proponents of the settlement should ordinarily provide the 
court with all available materials they intend to submit 
to support approval under Rule 23(e)(2) . . . .”

• ”Although the standards for certification differ for 
settlement and litigation purposes, the court cannot 
make the decision regarding the prospects for certification 
without a suitable basis in the record.”

• “If the settlement is not approved, the parties’ positions 
regarding certification for settlement should not be 
considered if certification is later sought for purposes of 
litigation.” 
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Rule 23(e)(1): Selected Additional Advisory 
Committee Comments

• Provide information to court regarding the extent and type 
of benefits the settlement will confer, including details of 
claims process and anticipated claims rate, and distribution 
of unclaimed funds.

• Provide information about the likely range of litigated 
outcomes, and litigation risks.

• Provide information about an award of attorneys’ fees; 
possibly defer the issue until the court is advised of the 
actual claims rate and results.
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Rule 23(e)(2): Approval of the Proposal

• Standard: Fair, Reasonable, and Adequate
• Factors: 

• Adequate representation
• Arm’s-length negotiation
• Adequacy of relief provided to class
• Equitable treatment of class members
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Conducting an Effective Class Action Mediation

• Timing of the mediation.
• Selecting the mediator.
• The pre-mediation session.
• Who should attend.
• The value (or not) of a joint session.
• Avoiding/resolving disputes among class counsel.
• Identifying each side’s interests.
• Write it down!
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More Keys to Success

• Be clear about what is being settled.
• Remember the players who are not in the room.
• Understand the realignment of settling interests 

(play nice).
• Be patient.
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1. NON-REVERSIONARY SETTLEMENT
2. SCOPE OF CLASS AND RELEASE
3. TIMING OF PAYMENT
4. FAILURE OF SETTLEMENT
5. DISCOVERY TO SUPPORT THE SETTLEMENT
6. INJUNCTIVE RELIEF
7. ATTORNEYS’ FEES – COSTS – ENHANCEMENTS
8. SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATION PROCESS AND CY PRES

9. ARBITRATION-RELATED ISSUES

10. EMPLOYMENT CONTEXT: EMPLOYER’S SHARE OF PAYROLL 
TAXES, NATURE OF SETTLEMENT $, CA PAGA ALLOCATION

Negotiating Points for Your Class Action 

Mediation – Plaintiffs’ Counsel’s Perspective
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1. No Reversion

• Reversion may imply collusion, esp. if clear sailing re fees
• Defendants should not receive a windfall from low 

response of class
• Payment of full amount serves statutory goals of 

deterrence
• Defendants should actually pay gross amount they 

agreed to pay

See, e.g., In re Bluetooth Headset Prod. Liab. Litig., 654 F.3d 935, 
947 (9th Cir. 2011); La Parne v. Monex Deposit Co., 2010 WL 
4916606, at *4 (C.D. Cal. Nov. 29, 2010)
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Reversion: Ethical Concerns

“To grant attorney's fees based on claims 
not submitted might wind up being 
perverse, for it would, as to non-claimants, 
reward counsel for achieving nothing more 
than a forfeiture of statutory and regulatory 
rights….”

Kakani v. Oracle Corp., 2007 WL 1793774, at *9 (N.D. Cal. 
June 19, 2007)
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Reversion: Suggests Collusion

“[L]awyers might urge a class settlement 
at a low figure or on a less-than-optimal 
basis in exchange for red-carpet 
treatment on fees.”

Weinberger v. Great N. Nekoosa Corp., 925 F.2d 
518, 524 (1st Cir. 1991)
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2. Tailored Scope of Release
• Release that waives all rights regardless of any recovery 

by class member raises red flags
• Release should encompass only claims related to facts in 

complaint
• Overbroad release “would be a bonanza for the 

company” if it means that all liability is released, even if 
nothing paid on particular claims, to particular class 
members 

• Suspicious if settlement is on a “claims-made” basis but 
the release is not imposed on a “claims-made” basis

Cheeks v. Freeport Pancake House, 796 F.3d 199, 206 (2nd Cir. 2015); Kakani, 
2007 WL 1793774, at **5-6; Myles v. AlliedBarton Security Svcs., 2015 
WL 7271805 (N.D. Cal. Jan. 9, 2015)
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Release: Duty to Alert of Claims

“In California, an attorney may still have a 
duty to alert the client to legal problems if 
they are reasonably apparent, as they were 
in this case, even though they fall outside 
the scope of the retention.” 

Ito v. Brighton/Shaw, Inc., 2008 WL 3378120, at *6 
(E.D. Cal. Aug. 8, 2008) (citing Janik v. Rudy, Exelrod
& Zieff, 119 Cal.App.4th 930 (2004))
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3. Timing and Solvency

Is bankruptcy a concern? Make sure the 
money is in the bank, and/or require the 
employer to provide a letter of credit from a 
viable financial institution, or a security 
interest (collateral/lien), guaranteeing that 
all the money will be there when it is 
required. 
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More on Timing…

Waiting until after “expiration of time for 
appeals” wastes time- if no one properly 
objected or even expressly opted-out.
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4. Failure – Blow-Up Provision

What number or percentage of opt-outs will 
“blow up” the settlement? 10% is 
appropriate. 

Ensure Defendant will own any 
administration costs incurred before the 
settlement failed.
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5. Discovery to Support the Settlement

Was there sufficient discovery to support 
the settlement, or do you need more, before 
mediation, or alternatively, before you could 
sign a deal?
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In re Prudential Insurance, 148 F.3d 283 (3d Cir. 1998)

“To ensure that a proposed settlement is the product 
of informed negotiations, there should be an inquiry 
into the type and amount of discovery the parties 
have undertaken.”

The Amount of Discovery Matters
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In re Ikon Office Solutions, Inc., Securities Litigation, 
194 F.R.D. 166 (E.D. Pa. 2000)

• No formal discovery
• Access to materials in companion securities case.
Lack of formal discovery did not weigh against 

settlement approval.

Formal Discovery Not Required
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6. Fix the Problem with Injunctive Relief

Do not assume that defendants paying a settlement regarding 
a class action will fix the problem! E.g., wage/hour 
misclassification, defendants may not reclassify the position 
at issue unless it is explicitly provided by your agreement. 

Examples of Considerations:
Timeline for compliance 
Monitoring mechanism (consent decree, fees post-
settlement)
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7. Something for the Effort – Fees, Service Pay

• Common fund or lodestar/multiplier?
• When to negotiate fees
• Concerns re clear sailing, reversion
• Excessive enhancements/service payments
• No promises of enhancements/service payments
• General release for class reps – compensation for 

other claims
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Attorneys’ Fees – Common Fund or Lodestar

Vizcaino v. Microsoft Corp., 290 F.3d 1043 (9th Cir. 
2002)  - either approach, factor in injunctive relief, 
lodestar cross-check surveyed incl. 1.0 to 19.6x 
multipliers
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Attorneys’ fees need to be reasonable, and in a claims-made 
settlement, a court may consider the extent of the claims that 
are returned. Compare Masters v. Wilhelmina Model Agency, 
Inc., 473 F.3d 423, 437 (2d Cir. 2007) (based upon total fund 
made available) with Redman v. Radioshack Corp., 768 F.3d 622, 
630 (7th Cir. 2014) (fee award considering claims paid)

See generally In re Online DVD-Rental Antitrust Litig.,
779 F.3d 934, 953 (9th Cir. 2015)  (“[T]he choice of 
whether to base an attorneys' fee award on either 
net or gross recovery should not make a difference 
so long as the end result is reasonable.”)

Attorneys’ Fees – How to Measure Reasonableness 
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Attorneys’ Fees – When to Negotiate

Some courts have recognized that simultaneous 
negotiations of the fees and class recovery 
presents a risk “that the interest of plaintiffs’ 
counsel in counsel’s own compensation will 
adversely affect the extent of the relief counsel 
will procure for the clients.”   

Cizek v. National Surface Cleaning Inc., 954 F. Supp. 
110-111 (S.D.N.Y. 1997)
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However, there is nothing inherently wrong with 
simultaneous negotiations of fees and 
plaintiff/class recovery.
• White v. N.H. Dep't of Employment Sec., 455 U.S. 

445, 454 n.15 (1982).
• Ayers v. Thompson, 358 F.3d 356, 375 (5th Cir. 

2004)
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Attorneys’ Fees - Caution re Clear Sailing on Fees

A “clear sailing agreement” in which defendants agree 
not to object to an award of attorneys' fees, and where 
all fees not awarded revert to defendants (rather than 
going to cy pres or otherwise benefiting the class), gives 
“multiple indicia of possible implicit collusion….”

In re Bluetooth Headset Products Liab. Litig., 654 F.3d 
935, 947 (9th Cir. 2011); see also Mirfasihi v. Fleet Mortg. 
Corp., 356 F.3d 781, 785 (7th Cir.2004) (Posner, J.)
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No Reversion of Unapproved Fees

Along with a clear sailing agreement, any 
reversion of unapproved fees to defendants 
suggests  a “likelihood…that the defendant 
obtained an economically beneficial concession 
with regard to the merits provisions, in the form 
of lower monetary payments to class members 
or less injunctive relief for the class than could 
otherwise have been obtained…”

Staton v. Boeing, 327 F.3d 938, 964 (9th Cir. 2003)
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Considerations:
• They are well established in the case law but can 

involve ethical pitfalls 
• Cannot promise or guarantee them to recipients.
• Must be reasonable recognition for the individual 

recipient’s efforts, risks, and sacrifices, not a payoff 
to sell out the class.

Incentive Payments
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• Special justification in employment 
context because of the stakes involved for 
employees and the risk of 
retaliation. Awards are generally higher in 
employment cases and can range up to 
$100K or more depending on the 
circumstances.

• Presumptive $5,000 limit in some 
courts but practitioners should  seek more 
if appropriate, especially in employment 
cases.
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Enhancements: No Promises

“[I]ncentive agreements entered into between 
the named plaintiffs and class counsel….created 
an unacceptable disconnect between the 
interests of the contracting representatives and 
class counsel, on the one hand, and members of 
the class on the other.” 

Rodriguez v. W. Publ'g Corp., 563 F.3d 948, 960 
(9th Cir. 2009)
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Potentially Grave Consequences

The “class representatives' lack of adequacy—
based on the conditional incentive awards—
also made class counsel inadequate to 
represent the class.”

White v. Experian Info. Sols., No. SACV 05-01070 DOC, 
2014 WL 1716154, at *3 (C.D. Cal. May 1, 2014) 
(citing Radcliffe v. Experian, 715 F.3d 1157, 1167 (9th 
Cir. 2013))
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Disproportionate Incentive: Conflict

“[N]ot only is Zaldivar's incentive award 37 times 
greater than the amount an average class member 
will receive, but it also makes up 7 percent of the 
entire settlement pool…. As a result, the Court 
seriously questions whether Zaldivar “could be 
expected to fairly evaluate whether awards 
[averaging $269 are] a fair settlement value when [he 
may] receive [a $10,000] incentive award [ ].”

Chavez v. Lumber Liquidators, Inc., 2015 WL 2174168, at *5 
(N.D. Cal. May 8, 2015) (citing Radcliffe, 715 F.3d at 1165)
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How to Handle Enhancements?

Named Plaintiffs
• Do not make enhancements disproportionate to 

effort expended, risk to Plaintiffs, and result for 
class members.

• Not contingent on acceptance of settlement.

Class Member Participants
• OK to provide enhancements to deponents, 

discovery respondents, affirmative opt-ins.
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• If you settle separate/additional individual claims, 
do you have to disclose the individual settlements 
to the court?  

• Yes: Rule 23(e)(3)- “The parties seeking approval [of a 
proposed class settlement] must file a statement 
identifying any agreement made in connection with the 
proposal.”  

• What is the scope of this Rule?  Must you divulge 
the terms of individual side deals or only their 
existence?  Can you wait for the court to ask for the 
details?

Named Plaintiff General Release
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2003 Advisory Committee notes: 

“[Rule 23(e)(3)] aims instead at related undertakings that, although seemingly separate, may have 
influenced the terms of the settlement by trading away possible advantages for the class in return 
for advantages for others. Doubts should be resolved in favor of identification.

Further inquiry into the agreements identified by the parties should not become the occasion 
for discovery by the parties or objectors. The court may direct the parties to provide to the court 
or other parties a summary or copy of the full terms of any agreement identified by the parties. 
The court also may direct the parties to provide a summary or copy of any agreement not identified 
by the parties that the court considers relevant to its review of a proposed settlement.”

Settlement of Other Claims: Scope of Rule 

23(e)(3)
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• Over objection, the court approved class action 
settlement with a separate $125,000 payment to 
settle an individual claim and a $25,000 incentive 
payment.

• [This Court is not called upon to determine the merit of Ms. Curtis-Bauer's separate claims or 
the wisdom of the settlement. Instead, it must determine whether the settlement of her non-
class claims renders Ms. Curtis-Bauer an inadequate class representative (or makes the class 
settlement as a whole unfair).”

Jaffe v. Morgan Stanley & Co., 2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 12208 (N.D. Cal. Feb. 7.

2008)

Named Plaintiff General Release
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Considerations:
• Who pays for (and who is) the settlement administrator
• Who selects (and who is/are) the cy pres recipient(s)
• Length of time to opt-out or opt-into the agreement
• Means of finding and following up with the class
• Process for disputing allocations by class members
• Opt-out/objection procedures
• Website/other means of communication of settlement
• Allocation formula among class members 

8. Settlement Administration Process and Cy Pres
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Allocation Formula: Distribution

Courts vigilant in monitoring for signs of 
collusion consider “subtle signs that class 
counsel have allowed pursuit of their own 
self-interests and that of certain class 
members to infect the negotiations.” 

Staton, 327 F.3d at 960; In re Bluetooth, 654 
F.3d at 947
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Allocation: OK to Differentiate
When real and cognizable differences 
exist between the likelihood of ultimate 
success for different plaintiffs, a 
settlement can weigh distribution in favor 
of plaintiffs with claims more likely to 
succeed.

See, e.g., In re PaineWebber Ltd. P’ships Litig., 171 
F.R.D. 104, 133 (S.D.N.Y. 1997), aff'd, 117 F.3d 721 (2d 
Cir. 1997)
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Reasonable Allocation Formula

Be prepared to explain why the allocation 
is fair and not subverting ethical duty to 
absent class members.

Lusby v. Gamestop Inc., 297 F.R.D. 400, 414 (N.D. Cal. 2013) 
(“Plaintiff makes no effort to identify the range of hourly 
wages paid to employees in the various job positions he seeks 
to represent or explain why a settlement payment based 
entirely on weeks worked does not provide preferential 
treatment to class members who worked [part-time or] at a 
lower hourly rate.”)
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Nachsin v. AOL, LLC, 663 F.3d 1034 (9th Cir. 2011)
“When selection of cy pres beneficiaries is not 
tethered to the nature of the lawsuit and the 
interests of the silent class members, the selection 
process may answer to the whims and self interests 
of the parties, their counsel, or the court.”

Cy Pres: Insufficient Nexus
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Dennis v. Kellogg Co., 697 F.3d 858 (9th 
Cir. 2012)

False Advertising                         Food Bank
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9. Arbitration-Related Issues

• Are there multiple actions? 
• Does each plaintiff have to consent? How 

are payments allocated?
• Does each court/arbitrator have to 

approve?
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10. Some Employment Class Action Issues

• Nature of the settlement pay
• Who pays employer’s share of taxes
• In California, what is allocated re Private 

Attorneys’ General Act (PAGA)
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Employment: Nature of Settlement Pay

Will the payments to class members be 
considered all wages (subject to a W2), half 
wages-half interest/penalties (subject to a 
1099), one-third each for wages, penalties, 
and interest, or some other mix (emotional 
distress 90%, wages 10%)? 
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Defense push to have employees assume the 
employer share of FICA and other employment 
taxes.
• Plaintiff’s lawyers should push back hard on this 

tactic.
• This is a way to dilute the actual value of a 

settlement. If the wages at issue were paid in the 
ordinary course, employer and employee each pay 
half of FICA, etc.

Employment: Who Pays FICA, Etc.
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• Int'l Union v. Hydro Auto. Structures N. Am., Inc., 
2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 16992, at *10-13 (W.D. Mich. 
Feb. 12, 2015)  

– default rule that parties to a settlement each pay their 
own share of FICA unless there is a specific provision to 
the contrary. FICA-shifting will not be inferred in either 
direction, even if it means that defendant-employer’s 
obligation goes beyond the specified settlement amount 
or employee’s take-home award is reduced.
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